PCR Valves Conference (Paris Course in Revascularisation)

20 - 22 September 2015, Berlin, GERMANY

**Anticipated attendance:** 1000 delegates

**Delegate profile:** Cardiovascular Surgeons

**Conference code:** PCR15B

**Meeting website:** [www.pcrlondonvalves.com/](http://www.pcrlondonvalves.com/)

**Exhibition address:**
CityCube Berlin
Messedamm 22
D-14055
Berlin

---

**Exhibition overview**

The mission of PCR is to serve the needs of each individual patient by helping the cardiovascular community share knowledge, experience and practice.

PCR London Valves is the world’s largest Course specifically addressing the rapidly expanding and innovative field of transcatheter therapies for valvular heart disease. The programme is uniquely designed to update all participants with the latest practical and scientific advances whilst also providing opportunities for Heart Teams to interact, exchange and learn.

The themes in 2015 will be multiple valve disease and the evolution of percutaneous valve therapy from TAVI to mitral intervention.

LIVE demonstrations will once more be a central component of the Course. Operators from London, Berlin, Bern and Bad Nauheim will share their technical skills and decision-making processes while emphasising a patient-centred approach and best clinical care.

The successful Sunday Imaging Day combining state of the art lectures and practical workshops will be repeated once more and supplemented by a specific programme track dedicated to Nurses and Technicians involved in all aspects of the care of patients with valvular heart disease.
Innovation Tracks will highlight the latest technical advances in transcatheter valve therapy and Learning Tracks will focus on the essential tips and tricks for each procedure.

The Heart Team community is vital to the Course’s success and there will be ample opportunity for audience interaction in every session, including abstract, innovation and case-based formats. We invite all members of Heart Teams performing transcatheter valve therapies to come and take part in PCR London Valves in Berlin - a Course made by and for YOU.

Deadline details

- Entry into Wisepress Congress Price List: **Aug. 5, 2015**
- Receipt of display material: **Aug. 19, 2015**

Exhibition shipping address for late entries

Publishers who miss the display materials deadline date need to send their material directly to the exhibition:

Please contact Wisepress (marketing@wisepress.com) for full shipping details.